Toy & Gift Ideas

Fisher-Price® Thomas & Friends™
Talking Thomas & Percy Train Set
Ages 3+

Magformers Basic Plus 14pc Set
Ages 3+

This highly
detailed playset
features favorite
places from the
island of Sodor,
including the
Vicarstown
Bridge, the
Railyard, the Brendam docks, and Blue Mountain. It also includes motorized Thomas and
Percy train engines who recognize and talk to
each other when they meet on the track!
Young conductors can help Thomas and
Percy work together by dropping boulders
down in the Blue Mountain cave for them to
load and unload along with other cargo at
Bulstrode the boat and by creating their own
exciting adventures all around Sodor.

Create 3D structures
- includes four squares,
eight triangles and
two inner circle square
shapes. Create houses,
towers and our ‘magic
ball’. Learn to build using
combine, roll and pull-up
techniques and see what
your imagination can create! Build along with
the step-by-step instructions and develop color
and shape recognition, fine motor skills and
problem-solving ability.
Perfect for brain development, critical thinking and STEM education. Each geometric
shape contains magnets that never reject, so
you’ll always hear the Magformers click. When
playtime is over, use the magnetic power to
simply stack and store.

Fisher-Price® Laugh & Learn
Grow-the-Fun Garden to Kitchen™
Ages 18–36 months

Geomag Mechanics 86
Magnetic Motion Set
Ages 7+

Toddlers can first plant and
pick, then prep, plate and
eat their home-grown meals
in this interactive Garden-toTable. Includes more than
30 removeable pieces
and 125 songs, sounds,
tunes and phrases with
light up “juicer” activating phrases, songs, and
sounds.
Featuring Smart Stages
technology with three levels of learning content
that grows with your toddler:
Level 1 – Teaches about letters, shapes, colors & more
Level 2 – Prompts toddlers to explore and
find objects
Level 3 – Encourages toddlers to sing along
as they play

Passback Football

• Unique design allows the ball
to return to user when thrown
against hard surface
• Increase passing/catching
with unlimited reps in a
shorter time.
• Feels just like a regular
football allowing user to
be ready for game time.
• Increases hand/eye coordination.
• Practice any time.
• Great for any level of play.
• Three sizes available: Pee Wee (ages 4-8),
Junior (ages 9-13), Official (ages 14+)

This set allows children to
build incredible and
exciting inventions.
The bigger they build
the more dynamic it
gets. With magnetizing, rotating and chain
reactions they can make
anything they wish. Geomag
stimulates creativity, inventiveness, and intelligence to allow a child to master mechanical
and magnetic forces.

Geomag Magicube Animal Friends
Ages 18 months+

For younger children the Geomag Magicube Animal Friends
are ideal. The Stem.org certified
toy encourages problem solving
and tunes fine motor skills. The
blocks are polarized and can
connect on any side. With animals on each side children can
learn about nature and stem while having fun.

CreateOn 123 School Bus
Ages 3+

Your little one
can have fun with
his or her very
own Magna-Tiles®
Structures bus!
The front of the
tiles have all the bus pieces while the second
side has numbers and symbols so your child
can learn numbers and basic math skills.
Visit createon.com.

CreateOn ABC School House
Ages 3+

Each tile in this MagnaTiles® Structures set is doublesided with alphabet letters on
one side and a schoolhouse
to build on the other. Your
child will learn letters, sounds,
words and much more. Then
flip the tiles to build a school that they will have
fun with for hours. Visit createon.com.

HABA Varius Building Blocks
Ages 3+

With the original wooden
blocks of the Varius 3D
arranging game, you can
create and build fascinating patterns and shapes.
Endless arranging and
stacking fun for young and
old alike. For free play or for arranging and
stacking according to the templates provided.
Visit habausa.com.

HABA Little Friends Camper
Ages 3+

The Little Friends
love to travel! Together they pack up their
camper with everything they will need
for a great trip.
Contents: All-terrain vehicle with momentum push-and-go motor and rear bench seat, camper and detachable awning, two chairs and a Little Friends boy
figure, camper with removable roof, operable
door and folding bench seat. Includes camping
accessories like lawn chairs and awning.
Visit habausa.com.

GraviTrax: Obstacle Set
Age 8+

This STEM toy
encourages handson play where kids
lead the way. With
a variety of gravitybased elements,
kids can create
near limitless
obstacle course marble run tracks. This set
features all the components from the GraviTrax
Starter Set, plus five additional expansions, including the Trampoline, Zipline, Transfer, Spiral
and Bridges. Experiment and problem solve by
utilizing different elements to send the marbles
from start to finish. Once the basics have been
mastered, simply add more marbles and elements to the designs to create more advanced
tracks and endless possibilities.
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